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Abstract

We study the boundary rigidity problem for compact Riemannian manifolds with boundary.M; g/:
is the Riemannian metricg uniquely determined, up to an action of diffeomorphism fixing the boundary,
by the distance function�g.x; y/ known for all boundary pointsx andy? We prove in this paper local
and global uniqueness and stability for the boundary rigidity problem for generic simple metrics. More
specifically, we show that there exists a generic setG of simple Riemannian metrics such that for any
g0 2 G, any two Riemannian metrics in some neighborhood ofg0 having the same distance function,
must be isometric. Similarly, there is a generic set of pairs of simple metrics with the same property. We
also prove Hölder type stability estimates for this problem for metrics which are close to a given one in
G.

1 Introduction

Let .M; g/ be a Riemannian manifold with boundary. Denote by�g the distance function in the metricg.
We consider the inverse problem of whether�g.x; y/, known for all x, y on @M , determines the metric
uniquely. This problem arose in geophysics in an attempt to determine the inner structure of the Earth by
measuring the travel times of seismic waves. It goes back to Herglotz [H] and Wiechert and Zoeppritz [WZ].
Although the emphasis has been in the case that the medium is isotropic, the anisotropic case has been of
interest in geophysics since it has been found that the inner core of the Earth exhibits anisotropic behavior
[Cr]. In differential geometry this inverse problem has been studied because of rigidity questions and is
known as the boundary rigidity problem. It is clear that one cannot determine the metric uniquely. Any
isometry which is the identity at the boundary will give rise to the same measurements. Furthermore, the
boundary distance function only takes into account the shortest paths and it is easy to find counterexamples
to unique determination, so one needs to pose some restrictions on the metric. Michel [Mi], conjectured that
a simplemetricg is uniquely determined, up to an action of a diffeomorphism fixing the boundary, by the
boundary distance function�g.x; y/ known for allx andy on@M . We recall

Definition 1 We say that the Riemannian metricg is simplein M , if @M is strictly convex w.r.t.g, and for
anyx 2 M , the exponential mapexpx W exp�1

x .M / ! M is a diffeomorphism.
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Note that a simple metricg in M can be extended to a simple metric in someM1 with M �� M1. If we
fix x D x0 2 M above, we also obtain that each simple manifold is diffeomorphic to a (strictly convex)
domain˝ � Rn with the Euclidean coordinatesx in a neighborhood of̋ and a metricg.x/ there. For this
reason, it is enough to prove our results for domains˝ in Rn.

Unique recovery ofg (up to an action of a diffeomorphism) is known for simple metrics conformal to
each other [C1], [B], [Mu1], [Mu2], [MuR], [BG], for flat metrics [Gr], for simple locally symmetric spaces
of negative curvature [BCG]. In two dimensions it was known for simple metrics with negative curvature
[C2] and [O], and recently it was shown in [PU] for simple metrics with no restrictions on the curvature. In
[SU2], the authors proved this for metrics in a small neighborhood of the Euclidean one. This result was
used in [LSU] to prove a semiglobal solvability result.

It is known [Sh1], that a linearization of the boundary rigidity problem near a simple metricg is given by
the following integral geometry problem: show that if for a symmetric tensor of order 2, which in coordinates
is given byf D .fij /, the geodesic X-ray transform

Igf . / D
Z
fij . .t// P i.t/ P j .t/ dt

vanishes for all geodesics in M , thenf D dv for some vector fieldv with vj@M D 0, wheredv denotes
the symmetric differential

Œdv�ij D
1

2

�
rivj C rj vi

�
; (1.1)

andrkv denote the covariant derivatives of the vector fieldv: We will refer to this property ass-injectivity
of Ig. More precisely, we have.

Definition 2 We say thatIg is s-injectivein M , if Igf D 0 andf 2 L2.M / imply f D dv with some
vector fieldv 2 H1

0
.M /.

On the other hand, it is easy to see thatIgdv D 0 for any suchv. This is the linear version of the
fact that the�g does not change on.@M /2 WD @M � @M under an action of a diffeomorphism as above.
The inversion ofIg is a problem of independent interest in integral geometry, and our first two theorems
are related to it. S-injectivity ofIg was proved in [PS] for metrics with negative curvature, in [Sh1] for
metrics with small curvature and in [ShU] for Riemannian surfaces with no focal points. A conditional and
non-sharp stability estimate for metrics with small curvature is also established in [Sh1]. This estimate was
used in [CDS] to get local uniqueness results for the boundary rigidity problem under the same condition.
In [SU3], we proved stability estimates for s-injective metrics (see (1.2) and section 2 below) and sharp
estimates about the recovery of a 1-formf D fj dxj and a functionf from the associatedIgf . The
stability estimates proven in [SU3], were used to prove local uniqueness for the boundary rigidity problem
near any simple metricg with s-injectiveIg.

Before stating our results we give a definition, see also [Tre].

Definition 3 We say thatf is analytic inK � Rn (not necessarily open), and denotef 2 A.K/, if there
exists an open setU � K, such thatf extends analytically inU .

Let˝ be a bounded domain inRn, n � 2 with smooth boundary. We show in section 4.

Theorem 1 Letg be a simple metric in̋ , real analytic in x̋ . ThenIg is s-injective.
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The proof of Theorem 1 is based on the following. For analytic simple metrics, the normal operator
Ng D I�

g Ig, whereI�
g denotes the operator adjoint toIg with respect to an appropriate measure (see

section 2), is an analytic pseudodifferential operator with a non-trivial null space. In section 3 we construct
an analytic parametrix that allows us to reconstruct the solenoidal part of a tensor field from its geodesic
X-ray transform, up to a term that is analytic near˝. If Igf D 0, we show that for somev vanishing on@˝,
Qf WD f � dv must be flat at@˝ and analytic in x̋ , hence Qf D 0. This is similar to the known argument

that an analytic elliptic	DO resolves the analytic singularities, hence cannot have compactly supported
functions in its kernel. In our case we have a non-trivial kernel, and complications due to the presence of a
boundary, in particular lost of one derivative.

As shown in [SU3], the s-injectivity ofIg for analytic simpleg implies a stability estimate forIg. In
next theorem we show something more, namely that we have a stability estimate forg in a neighborhood
of each analytic metric, which leads to stability estimates for generic metrics. The proof is based again on
the parametrix construction that reduces the problem to a certain Fredholm type of equation with kernel
continuously depending ong, but nowg has finite smoothness.

Let M1 � M be a compact manifold which is a neighborhood ofM andg extends as a simple metric
there. We always assume that our tensors are extended as zero outsideM , which may create jumps at@M .
In (5.1), (5.2), see also [SU3], we define the spacezH2.M1/ that in particular satisfies H2.M1/ � zH2.M1/ �
H1.M1/. On the other hand,f 2 H1.M / impliesNgf 2 zH2.M1/ despite the possible jump off at @M .
It is known that every symmetric tensorf 2 L2 can be uniquely decomposed into asolenoidalpartf s, and
a potentialpartdv as above, i.e.,f D f s C dv, see section 2.

Theorem 2 There existsk0 such that for eachk � k0, the setGk.M / of simpleCk.M / metrics inM for
whichIg is s-injective is open and dense in theCk.M / topology. Moreover, for anyg 2 Gk ,

f s
M


L2.M /

� C kNgf kzH2.M1/; 8f 2 H1.M /; (1.2)

with a constantC > 0 that can be chosen locally uniform inGk in theCk.M / topology.

Of course,Gk includes all real analytic simple metrics inM , according to Theorem 1.
The analysis ofIg can also be carried out for symmetric tensors of any order, see e.g. [Sh1]. Since we

are motivated by the boundary rigidity problem, and to simplify the exposition, we study only tensors of
order2.

Theorem 2 and especially estimate (1.2) allow us to prove in section 5 the following local generic
uniqueness result for the non-linear boundary rigidity problem.

Theorem 3 Let k0 andGk.M / be as in Theorem 2. There existsk � k0, such that for anyg0 2 Gk , there
is " > 0, such that for any two metricsg1, g2 with kgm � g0kCk.M / � ", m D 1; 2, we have the following:

�g1
D �g2

on .@M /2 impliesg2 D  �g1 (1.3)

with someCkC1.M /-diffeomorphism W M ! M fixing the boundary.

We can also formulate the following generic global uniqueness result for simple metrics.

Theorem 4 There exists an open dense setU of pairs of simple metrics inCk.M / � Ck.M /, with k as in
Theorem 3, such that any pair in that set has the property (1.3). Moreover, for any simpleg1 2 Ck.M /, the
set of simple metrics with the same boundary distance function asg1 on .@M /2 is a complement of a dense
open set in theCk.M / topology.
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Finally, we prove a conditional stability estimate of Hölder type. A similar estimate near the Euclidean
metric was proven in [W] based on the approach in [SU2].

Theorem 5 Let k0 and Gk.M / be as in Theorem 2. Then for any� < 1, there exitsk � k0 such that
for any g0 2 Gk , there are"0 > 0 andC > 0 with the property that that for any two metricsg1, g2 with
kgm � g0kC.M / � "0, andkgmkCk.M / � A, m D 1; 2, with someA > 0, we have the following stability
estimate

kg2 �  �g1kC2.M / � C.A/k�g1
� �g2

k�

C.@M �@M /

with some diffeomorphism W M ! M fixing the boundary.

One can formulate a global generic stability result in the spirit of Theorem 4, with a constant uniform in
any compact subset ofU .

A brief outline of the paper is as follows. In section 3 we construct the analytic parametrix for the normal
operatorNg . In section 4 we prove Theorem 1. In section 5 we use the results of the previous section to
prove Theorem 2, i.e., generic s-injectivity ofIg. Theorem 3 about generic uniqueness for the non-linear
problem is proved in section 5. The stability estimate of Theorem 5 is proved in section 7. Even though
Theorem 5 implies Theorem 3, we still include a proof of the latter in section 6 for convenience of the reader,
since it is much shorter.

We would like to thank C. Croke for very useful comments on a previous version of the paper.

2 Preliminaries

We start with some basic facts about symmetric 2-tensors on Riemannian manifolds. For more details, we
refer to [Sh1].

As we mentioned in the introduction it is enough to prove the results for the case that the manifold is the
closure of a bounded domain with smooth boundary which we will denote by˝.

Let g 2 C2. x̋/ be a Riemannian metric in̋ . We work with symmetric 2-tensorsf D ffij g and
with 1-tenors (differential forms)vj . We use freely the Einstein summation convention and the convention
for raising and lowering indices. We think offij andf ij D fklg

kiglj as different representations of the
same tensor. If.x; �/ is a covector, then its components are denoted byxj , and�j , while �j is defined as
�j D �ig

ij . Next, we denotej�j2 D �i�
i .

The geodesics ofg can be also viewed as thex-projections of the bicharacteristics of the Hamiltonian
Hg.x; �/ D 1

2
gij .x/�i�j . The energy levelHg D 1=2 corresponds to parameterization with arc-length

parameter. For any geodesic , we havefij . .t// P i.t/ P j .t/ D f ij.x/�i�j , where.x; �/ D .x.t/; �.t// is
the bicharacteristic withx-projection equal to .

Set
�� WD

n
.x; !/ 2 T�˝I x 2 @˝; j!j D 1; !i�

i < 0
o
;

where�.x/ is the outer unit normal to@˝. Introduce the measure

d�.x; !/D j! � �.x/j dSx dS! on��,

where dSx and dS! are the surface measures on@˝ andf! 2 T�
x˝I j!j D 1g in the metric, respectively.

If @˝ is given locally byxn D 0, then dSx D .detg/1=2dx1 : : : dxn�1, and dS! D .detg/�1=2dS!0
,
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where dS!0
is the Euclidean measure onSn�1. Let .x.t I z; !/; �.t I z; !// be the bicharacteristic issued

from .z; !/ 2 �� extended fort � 0 until the first component reaches@˝ again. Then we set

If .z; !/ D
Z
f ij .x.t I z; !//�i.t I z; !/�j.t I z; !/ dt; .z; !/ 2 ��:

We will drop the subscriptg in Ig unless we have more than one metric and the subscript is needed. By
identifying T˝ with T�˝, as explained above, we can think of�� as a subset of T̋ , and then

If .x; �/D
Z
fij .x;�.t// P i

x;�.t/ P j

x;�
.t/ dt; .x; �/ 2 ��;

wherex;� is the geodesic issued fromx in the direction� . Sincej� j D 1, t is the arc-length parameter.
Clearly,I W C1. x̋/ ! L2.��; d�/. We define the L2 space of symmetric tensorsf D ffij g with inner
product

.f; h/ D
Z

˝

fij
Nhij .detg/1=2 dx:

Similarly, we define the L2 space of 1-tensors (vector fields, that we identify with 1-forms) and the L2 space
of functions in˝. Also, we will work in Sobolev Hs spaces of 2-tensors, 1-forms and functions. In order to
keep the notation simple, we will use the same notation L2 (or Hs) for all those spaces and it will be clear
from the context which one we mean.

The mapI W L2.˝/ ! L2.��; d�/ is bounded [SU3], and therefore thenormaloperatorN WD I�I is
a well defined bounded operator in L2.˝/. In [SU3], we found that

.Nf /kl.x/ D
2

p
detg

Z
f ij.y/

�.x; y/n�1

@�

@yi

@�

@yj

@�

@xk

@�

@xl
det

@2.�2=2/

@x@y
dy; x 2 ˝: (2.1)

We always assume thatg is extended as a simple metric in a small neighborhood of˝. Also, we always
extend functions or tensors defined in̋, or similar domains, as0 outside the domain. ThenNf is well
defined near̋ as well and is independent of small perturbations@˝1 of @˝, as long as̋ 1 � ˝.

Given a symmetric 2-tensorf D fij , we define the 1-tensorıf calleddivergenceof f by

Œıf �i D gjkrkfij ;

whererk are the covariant derivatives of the tensorf . Given a 1-tensor (vector field)v, we denote bydv
the 2-tensor called symmetric differential ofv:

Œdv�ij D
1

2

�
rivj C rj vi

�
:

Operatorsd and�ı are formally adjoint to each other in L2.˝/. It is easy to see that for each smoothv
with v D 0 on@˝, we haveI.dv/ D 0. This follows from the identity

d

dt
vi. .t// P i.t/ D Œdv. .t//�ij P i.t/ P j .t/: (2.2)

It is known that forg smooth enough (see Lemma 1 below), each symmetric tensorf 2 L2.˝/ admits
unique orthogonal decompositionf D f s C dv into asolenoidaltensorSf WD f s and apotentialtensor
Pf WD dv, such that both terms are in L2.˝/, f s is solenoidal, i.e.,ıf s D 0 in ˝, andv 2 H1

0
.˝/ (i.e.,
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v D 0 on @˝). In order to construct this decomposition, introduce the operator�s D ıd acting on vector
fields. This operator is elliptic in̋ , and the Dirichlet problem satisfies the Lopatinskii condition. Denote
by�s

D
the Dirichlet realization of�s in ˝. Then

v D
�
�s

D

��1
ıf; f s D f � d

�
�s

D

��1
ıf: (2.3)

Notice that even whenf is smooth andf D 0 on@˝, thenf s does not need to vanish on@˝. To stress on
the dependence on the domain, when needed, we will use the notationv˝ andf s

˝
as well.

OperatorsS andP are orthogonal projectors, see also Lemma 1 below. The problem about the s-
injectivity of I then can be posed as follows: ifIf D 0, show thatf s D 0, in other words, show thatI is
injective on the subspaceSL2 of solenoidal tensors. Note thatNS D SN , PN D NP D 0.

In [SU3], we analyzedN . We showed that for simple metrics, it is a	DO of order�1, as a consequence
of (2.1). The operatorN is not elliptic, it actually vanishes onPL2.˝/, and its principal symbol�p.N /ijkl

vanishes on the Fourier transforms of locally potential (symmetric) tensors. On the complement of this linear
space however,�p.N / is elliptic. This allows us to construct a parametrix, and we will use this construction
in next two sections. To obtainf s modulo smoothing operators, however, requires additional efforts, see
Proposition 4, because we work in a domain with boundary andf s is defined by solving a BVP as well,
see (2.3). Nevertheless, those arguments allowed us to prove the following a priori stability estimate for the
linear problem [SU3] for simple smooth metricsg:

f s
˝


L2.˝/

� C kNf kzH2.˝1/ C Ct kf kH �t.˝1/; 8f 2 H1.˝/; 8t > 0: (2.4)

The normk � kzH2 is introduced in (5.2) and̋ 1 � ˝ is a small neighborhood of̋ , whereg is still simple.
If I is s-injective, then we showed that one can chooseCt D 0. Notice that there is a loss of one derivative
in (2.4).

In our exposition, we will often use boundary normal (semi-geodesic) coordinates.x0; xn/ near a bound-
ary point. They are defined such thatxn D 0 defines@˝, xn > 0 in ˝, andxn D �.x; @˝/. The metricg
in those coordinates satisfiesgin D ıin, and� i

nn D � n
in D 0, 8i . We also use the convention that all Greek

indices take values from1 to n � 1.
At the end of this section we prove a lemma that justifies the decomposition of a symmetric L2–tensor

into a solenoidal and a potential part.

Lemma 1 For eachg 2 C1. x̋/, the maps

.�s
D/

�1 W H�1.˝/ ! H1
0.˝/; P ;S W L2.˝/ � L2.˝/

are bounded and depend continuously ong.

Proof: We consider.�s
D
/�1 first (see also [N, Lemma 4.2], where�s is replaced byr � .x/r and is

assumed to be uniformly Lipschitz).
We start with the fact that for a fixed smoothg0, .�s

g0;D
/�1 is bounded in the spaces above [Ta, p. 307].

Let g0 andg be two smooth metrics. Then

.�s
g;D/

�1 � .�s
g0;D/

�1 D .�s
g;D/

�1
�
�s

g0;D ��s
g;D

�
.�s

g0;D/
�1: (2.5)

To estimate the difference in the r.h.s. above with the regularity assumptions ong, chooseu andv in H1
0
.˝/.

Then ˇ̌
ˇ
˝�
�s

g;D ��s
g0;D

�
u; v

˛ˇ̌
ˇ D

ˇ̌
ˇ
˝
dg0

u; dg0
v
˛
�
˝
dgu; dgv

˛ˇ̌
ˇ

� C kg � g0kC1

�
kgkC1 C kg0kC1

�
kukH1kvkH1 :
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Let kg � g0kC1 � ". Then for" � 1, kg � g0kC1

�
kgkC1 C kg0kC1

�
� C.g0/". As a consequence,

.�s
g;D/

�1


H�1!H1 �
.�s

g0;D/
�1


H�1!H1

�
1 C C.g0/"

.�s
g;D/

�1


H�1!H1

�
:

This implies that for" � 1, the l.h.s. above is uniformly bounded by a constant depending ong0, i.e.,
.�s

g;D/
�1


H�1!H1 � C1.1 � C C1"/
�1; C1 WD

.�s
g0;D/

�1


H�1!H1 ; C WD C.g0/:

Going back to (2.5), we conclude
.�s

g;D/
�1 � .�s

g0;D/
�1


H�1!H1 � C kg � g0kC1 (2.6)

with C a uniform constant in any small enough C1-neighborhood of a fixedg0. This inequality allows us
to define.�s

g;D
/�1 W H�1.˝/ ! H1

0
.˝/ for any metricg 2 C1. x̋/ by approximating with smoothg.

Moreover, we get that the resolvent above is continuous ing and (2.6) still holds. As a consequence,S and
P are also continuous ing 2 C1 as operators in L2.˝/. This completes the proof of the lemma. 2

Remark also that the lemma above admits the following easy generalization: fors D 0; 1; : : :, the
resolvent in the lemma also continuously maps Hs�1 into HsC1 \ H1

0
, similarly, P andS are bounded in

Hs, if g 2 Ck , k � 1 (depending ons). Moreover those operators depend continuously ong.

3 The analytic parametrix

In what follows, “analytic” always means real analytic.
Assume thatg is a simple analytic metric inx̋ . Our goal is to reconstructf s

˝1
from Nf up to an

analytic-regularizing operator, where̋1 is a slightly larger domain. This is the key step towards proving
Theorem 1 in next section.

We are going to use the analytic	DO calculus, see [Tre]. Analytic	DO have been used in integral
geometry before, see e.g., [BQ] for uniqueness results for the Euclidean Radon transform with analytic
weights.

Next, we will follow the parametrix construction in [SU3] in the new situation, whereg is analytic.
SinceN is not elliptic, we modify it to get an elliptic operator of order�1 first (see also [SU3, sec. 6])

W D N C N0P˝2
; (3.1)

whereN0 is an analytic	DO with symbolj�j�1 for j�j > 1. Recall thatP˝2
D d.�s

˝2;D
/�1ı. Here

˝ � ˝1 � ˝2, and˝1 is a small strictly convex neighborhood of̋ with analytic boundary,̋ 2 is related
to˝1 in the same way, and we extendg analytically near̋ 2. Inside˝2, and therefore, onx̋1, the operator
W is an elliptic	DO [SU3].

Similarly to [SU3], we have.

Lemma 2 There existsı > 0 such that inU D f.x; y/ 2 ˝2 �˝2I jx � yj < ıg we have

�2.x; y/ D G
.1/
ij .x; y/.x � y/i.x � y/j ;

@�2.x; y/

@xj
D 2G

.2/
ij
.x; y/.x � y/i ;

@2�2.x; y/

@xi@yj
D 2G

.3/
ij .x; y/;
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whereG
.1/
ij , G

.2/
ij G

.3/
ij are analytic inU , positively defined, and we have

G
.1/
ij .x; x/ D G

.2/
ij .x; x/ D G

.3/
ij .x; x/ D gij .x/:

Proof of Lemma 2:Let the covector� be defined as� D �.x; y/ D exp�1
x y. Then�.x; x/ D 0, therefore

�i D Aij .x; y/.x
j � yj / with Aij .x; y/ D

Z 1

0

@yj
�i.x; x C t.y � x// dt: (3.2)

The latter is a well defined analytic function forx � y small enough since then the line segmentŒx; y�

along which we integrate does not leave̋2. Forx andy far apart, it may leave̋ 2 which is geodesically
convex but not necessarily convex w.r.t. the Euclidean metric. It is easily seen thatAij .x; x/ D gij .x/, and
gij .x/�i�j D �2.x; y/, so (3.2) implies the lemma. 2

Proposition 1 N andW are analytic	DOs in˝2.

Proof: We analyzeN first. Recall (2.1). LetV be open such thatV � V � U , suppf � V . Then for
x 2 V ,

ŒNf �ij .x/ D
Z

LMijkl.x; y; x � y/f kl.y/ dy;

LM being the inverse Fourier transform ofM w.r.t. �, where

Mijkl.x; y; �/ D 2

Z
e�i��z

�
G.1/z � z

��nC1
2

�2

(3.3)

�
�
G.2/z

�
i

�
G.2/z

�
j

� zG.2/z
�
k

� zG.2/z
�
l

detG.3/

p
detg

dz;

and zG.2/
ij .x; y/ D G

.2/
ij .y; x/. It is convenient to make the changez0 D

�
G.1/.x; y/

�1=2
z above to get

M.x; y; �/ D zM .x; y; .G.1/.x; y//�1=2�/, where

zMijkl.x; y; �/ D 2

Z
e�i��zjzj�n�3

�
G.2/.G.1//�1=2z

�
i

�
G.2/.G.1//�1=2z

�
j

(3.4)

�
� zG.2/.G.1//�1=2z

�
k

� zG.2/.G.1//�1=2z
�

l
det.G.1//�n=2 detG.3/

p
detg

dz;

As a Fourier transform of a (positively) homogeneous inz distribution, zM is homogeneous in� of order
�1. It is analytic function of all variables for� 6D 0. To prove this, write

zM .x; y; �/ D
Z

e�i��zjzj�nC1m.x; y; �/ dz; � D z=jzj

and pass to polar coordinatesz D r� . Sincem is an even function of� , we get (see also [H, Theo-
rem 7.1.24])

zM .x; y; �/ D �

Z

j� jD1

m.x; y; �/ı.� � �/ d�;

and our claim follows sincem is analytic function of all its variables in the integral above.
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Let� 2 C1
0

. We prove first that�.�/Mijkl.x; y; �/ is an amplitude of an analytic-regularizing operator
for .x; y/ 2 U . Indeed,

.�M /.x; y;D/f D .2�/�n

Z Z
ei.x�y/���.�/M.x; y; �/f kl.y/ dy d�

D .2�/�n

Z

Sn�1

Z 1

0

Z
ei.x�y/�r��.r�/M.x; y; �/f kl.y/rn�2 dy dr d�;

and the analyticity follows from this representation.
Next, .1 � �.�//Mijkl.x; y; �/ is an analytic amplitude [Tre, Definition V.2.1-2] for.x; y/ 2 U . The

estimates needed to justify this statement follow from the homogeneity ofM and the Cauchy integral for-
mula.

The arguments above prove that for anyx0 2 ˝2, there exists a neighborhoodVx0
of x0, such thatM

is an analytic amplitude for.x; y/ 2 Vx0
� Vx0

, thereforeN is an analytic	DO in Vx0
. To prove thatN

is an analytic	DO in the whole̋ 2, we follow the proof of [Tre, Theorem V.3.4]. The statement follows
from the fact that the kernel ofN is analytic away from the diagonal, which, combined with what we proved
above implies easily thatN is analytic pseudo-local in the whole̋2. More precisely, one can define the
analytic formal symbol

expf@�DygM.x; y; �/jyDx

and this symbol defines an equivalence class of analytic	DOs in a neighborhood of̋ 2. One can build a
true pseudo-analytic symbolQa.x; �/ in˝2 based on the formal series above as in [Tre]. For any sufficiently
small open setV , one has that.N � a.x;D//u is analytic in˝2 for u 2 E 0.V /, and one can easily extend
this to any distribution supported in̋2. This completes the proof forN .

Consider next.�s
˝2;D

/�1. The operator�s is an analytic elliptic	DO, therefore, it has a parametrix

P , that is analytic	DO in˝2, such that�sP is analytic-regularizing inx̋
2 (we need to work in a bit larger

domain in order to coverx̋2). Let u D .�s
˝2;D

/�1f . If suppf � ˝2, thenu � Pf solves equation of the
kind (3.5) below with analytic coefficients, therefore, by the interior analytic regularity,u � Pf is analytic
in ˝2. This shows that.�s

˝2;D
/�1 equalsP up to an analytic-regularizing operator in any compact subset,

therefore,.�s
˝2;D

/�1 is analytic	DO in˝2.
The remaining operators in (3.1) are clearly analytic	DOs. This completes the proof of Proposition 1.

2

Next step is to reconstructf s
˝1

from Nf up to an analytic function. We need first a lemma about
analyticity up to the boundary of solutions of�sv D u:

Lemma 3 Let x0 2 @˝, and assume that the metricg, and the vector fieldsu, v0 are analytic in a (two-
sided) neighborhood ofx0, and that@˝ is analytic nearx0. Let the vector fieldv solve

�sv D u in ˝; vj@˝ D v0: (3.5)

Thenv extends as analytic function in some (two-sided) neighborhood ofx0.

Proof: The lemma follows directly from [MN]. One can first extendv0 nearx0 as analytic function, and
subtract fromv certain function analytic nearx0 that reduces the problem to one withv0 D 0. Next, we
observe that the principal symbol of��s is a positive matrix for� 6D 0, hence the system above is strongly
elliptic in the terminology of [MN], and the result follows (see also [Tre]). 2
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Proposition 2 There exists a bounded operatorP W H1.˝1/ ! L2.˝1/, such that for any symmetric
2-tensorf 2 L2.˝/ we have

f s
˝1

D PNf C Kf;

with Kf analytic in x̋
1. Moreover,P is an analytic	DO in a neighborhood of̋ 1 of order1.

Proof: We follow the proof of Theorem 2 in [SU3], whereg is smooth only. First, we construct a parametrix
L of W in ˝2, see [Tre, Theorem V.3.3]. There existsL W D0.˝2/ ! E 0.˝2/ such thatL is an analytic
	DO of order1 in a neighborhood ofx̋1, and such thatLW D IdCK1 near x̋

1, whereK1f 2 A. x̋
1/ for

anyf 2 L2.˝1/, see [Tre, Remark V.3.3] about composition of analytic	DOs. Then the equality above
impliesLW D Id C K1. Apply S˝2

to the left and right to get

S˝2
LW S˝2

D S˝2
C K2

with K2 having the property thatK2f 2 A. x̋
1/ for any f 2 L2.˝1/. To prove the latter, we use the

analytic pseudolocal property of analytic	DOs.
We haveW S˝2

D N . Therefore, settingP D S˝2
L, we get

PN D S˝2
C K2 in ˝2. (3.6)

Note that we have showed thatK2 maps L2.˝1/ intoA. x̋
1/, but not intoA. x̋

2/.
Next, comparef s

˝1
andf s

˝2
for f 2 L2.˝/. We havef s

˝i
D f � dv˝i

, wherev˝i
D .�s

˝i ;D
/�1ıf ,

i D 1; 2. Thusf s
˝1

D f s
˝2

C dw in˝1, where the vector fieldw D v˝2
� v˝1

2 H 1.˝1/ solves

�sw D 0 in ˝1, wj@˝1
D v˝2

: (3.7)

Since suppf is disjoint from@˝1, we getv˝2
2 A.@˝1/. By Lemma 3,w 2 A. x̋

1/, thusf ‘ dwj˝1
is

a linear operator mapping L2.˝/ intoA. x̋
1/. Then the relation

f s
˝1

D f s
˝2

C dw D PNf � K2f C dw

completes the proof of the proposition. 2

4 S-injectivity for analytic metrics; proof of Theorem 1

In this section, we prove Theorem 1. We start with a recovery at the boundary result. Next lemma generalizes
Lemma 2.3 in [Sh2] by proving that actuallyv D 0 with all derivatives at@˝. On the other hand, in [Sh2],
˝ does not need to be convex. Also, the lemma below can be considered as a linear version of Theorem 2.1
in [LSU]: if two metrics have the same boundary distance function, then in boundary normal coordinates,
they have the same derivatives of all orders at@˝.

Lemma 4 Let g be a smooth, simple metric in̋ and letf be a smooth symmetric 2-tensor. Assume that
If D 0. Then there exists a smooth vector fieldv vanishing on@˝ such that for Qf D f � dv we have
@m Qf j@˝ D 0 for any multiindexm.

Moreover, ifg andf are analytic in a (two-sided) neighborhood of@˝, and@˝ is also analytic, thenv
can be chosen so thatQf D 0 near@˝.
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Proof: We fix x0 2 @˝ and below we work in some neighborhood ofx0. Assume thatx D .x0; xn/ are
boundary normal coordinates nearx0, therefore there we havegin D ıin, 8i . We will find a vector filedv
vanishing on@˝ such that for Qf WD f � dv we have Qfin D 0 for i D 1; 2; : : : ; n. The latter is equivalent to

rnvi C rivn D 2fin; vjxnD0 D 0; i D 1; : : : ; n: (4.1)

Recall thatrivj D @ivj � � k
ij
vk , and that in those coordinates,� k

nn D � n
kn

D 0. We solve (4.1) fori D n

first by integration, thenrnvn D @nvn D fnn; this gives usvn. Next, we solve the remaining linear system
of n � 1 equations fori D 1; : : : ; n � 1 that is of the formrnvi D 2fin � rivn, or, equivalently,

@nvi � 2� ˛
niv˛ D 2fin � @ivn; vi jxnD0 D 0; i D 1; : : : ; n � 1: (4.2)

(recall that̨ D 1; : : : ; n � 1). Clearly, ifg andf are analytic near@˝, then so isv.
We haveI Qf D 0 for .x; �/ such thatx 2 @˝ is close tox0, j�j D 1, and its normal component is

small enough. This guarantees that the geodesicx;� issued from.x; �/ hits the boundary again at a point
close tox0, wherev D 0. We can adapt the proof of Theorem 2.1 in [LSU] to our situation. For the sake of
completeness, we will repeat those arguments. It is enough to prove that

@j
n

Qf˛ˇjxDx0
D 0; 8j D 0; 1; : : : ; 8˛; ˇ D 1; : : : ; n � 1: (4.3)

Indeed, if (4.3) holds, then in the same way we prove (4.3) forx 2 @˝ close tox0, so we can differentiate
(4.3) w.r.t.x0 to we get that all derivatives ofQf on@˝ vanish.

Notice that (4.3) is obvious forj D 0. Assume that there isj � 1 such that.4:3/ is not true. The Taylor
expansion of Qf then implies that9�0 of unit length tangent to@˝ such that Qf˛ˇ.x/�

˛�ˇ is either (strictly)
positive or negative forxn > 0 andx0 both sufficiently small and� close to�0. Notice that in the summation
above, we havę < n andˇ < n because Qfin D Qfni D 0. Therefore,I Qf is either (strictly) positive or
negative for all.x; �/ 2 �� close enough to.x0; �0/ and this is a contradiction.

To make that construction global near@˝, it is enough to note that equation (4.1) is invariant under
coordinate changes, so the local construction in fact yields a global one near@˝, see also [Sh2, Lemma 2.2].
Finally, we cutv near@˝ to complete the proof.

If g is analytic up to@˝, then as pointed out above,v is analytic near@˝, up to@˝. Therefore, the
same is true for Qf , thus Qf D 0 near@˝. 2

Next, we introduce global semi-geodesic coordinates inx̋ already used in [SU2], [SU3].

Lemma 5 Let g 2 Ck. x̋/, k � 2, be a simple metric in̋ . Then there exists aCk�1 diffeomorphism
 W x̋ !  . x̋/, such that in the coordinatesy D  .x/, the metricg has the property

gin D ıin; i D 1; : : : ; n: (4.4)

Moreover, ifg 2 A. x̋/, then 2 A. x̋/.

Proof: The proof is essentially given in [SU3] and is based on defining the so-called normal coordinates
near a fixed point. Let̋ 1 �� ˝ be as above and fixx0 2 @˝1. Then exp�1

x0
W ˝1 ! exp�1

x0
.˝1/ is a

diffeomorphism by our simplicity hypothesis. Choose a Cartesian coordinate system� in the tangent space,
so that�n D 0 is tangent to the boundary of exp�1

x0
.˝1/ at � D 0. Introduce polar coordinates� D r� in

exp�1
x0
.˝1/, wheregij .x0/�

i�j D 1, r > 0. By the strong convexity assumption,�n has a positive lower

11



bound in a neighborhood of the closure of exp�1
x0
.˝1/, the same is true forr . Then we sety 0 D � 0=�n,

yn D r .
The spheresr D const. are orthogonal to the geodesics� D const. by the Gauss lemma. Moreover,r

is the arc-length along those geodesics. Passing to they-coordinates, we get that the linesy 0 D const. are
geodesics orthogonal to the planesyn D const., withyn arc-length parameter. This proves (4.4).

Clearly, if g 2 A. x̋/, then the coordinate change above is analytic as well. 2

Lemma 5 allows us to assume, without loss of generality, thatg satisfies (4.4).

Proof of Theorem 1:We work in the semi-geodesic coordinates above. Assume thatg 2 A. x̋/, and let
f 2 L2.˝/ be such thatIf D 0. Then, by Proposition 2,f s

˝1
2 A. x̋

1/. Clearly,If s
˝1

D 0 as well.

Let v1 be thev in Lemma 4, so thatQf WD f s
˝1

� dv1 vanishes near@˝1. Similarly to (4.1) (but now the
coordinates are different), we solve

rnvi C rivn D 2 Qfin; vj.@˝1/� D 0; (4.5)

where@˝˙ is the set of all boundary pointsx for which .x; en/ 2 �˙. As before, we first determine
vn by integrating@nvn D Qfnn and taking into account the zero boundary condition. Thenvn D 0 in a
neighborhoodU of .@˝1/�. Next, we solve the remaining linear system (4.2) along the lines parallel to
en with boundary conditions as in (4.5). We get thatvi , i D 1; : : : ; n � 1 vanish inU as well. Forf ] D
f s

˝1
� dv1 � dv we then have thatf ] D 0 in U , and satisfiesf ]

in D 0, i D 1; : : : ; n. Moreover,v1 C v D 0

on .@˝1/�. On the other hand, there is uniquev] 2 C. x̋
1/ with the property that forf ] WD f s

˝1
� dv] we

havef ]
in D 0, v] D 0 on .@˝1/�, and thisv] solves (4.5) with Qf replaced byf s

˝1
, sov] D v1 C v. Since

all coefficients in the latter system are analytic, and so is@˝1, we get thatv] is analytic in x̋ n @.@˝1/, i.e.,
everywhere inx̋

1 with a possible exclusion of the points on@˝1, whereen is tangent to@˝1. The same
conclusion therefore holds forf ]. On the other hand,f ] D 0 in U , andU includes a neighborhood of
@.@˝1/. By analytic continuation,f ] D 0 in x̋

1.
Thusf s

˝1
D dv] in x̋

1, andv] D 0 on (@ 1̋/�. Since we know thatIf s
˝1

D 0, by integrating

f s
˝1

D dv] along geodesics connecting.@˝1/� and .@˝1/C, and using (2.2), we get thatv] D 0 in

.@˝1/C as well, and by continuity,v] D 0 on the whole@˝1. This yieldsf s
˝1

D 0. Since suppf � x̋ ,

this easily implies (see next Proposition) that suppv � x̋ , as well.
This concludes the proof of Theorem 1. 2

The following elementary statements was used above and it is worth stating separately.

Proposition 3 Letf D dv, vj@˝ D 0, andv 2 C1. x̋/. Thenv.y/ D 0 for anyy such thatf .y/ D 0 and
y can be connected to a point on@˝ by a path that does not intersectsuppf .

Proof: Let y be as above. Then there exists a polygonp D 1 [2 [ : : :[m, each segmentŒ0; 1� 3 t ‘ j ,
j D 1; : : : ;m of which is a geodesic, such thatp connects somez 2 @˝ andy. Integrate (2.2) along1,
using the conditionvj@˝ D 0, to getvi�

i D 0 at 1.1/, where� D P1.1/ is the velocity vector at the
endpoint1.1/ of 1 (different fromz). By perturbing the initial pointz D 1.0/ of 1 a little, and using the
simplicity assumption, we get thatv.1.1// D 0. Similarly, we get thatv D 0 near1.1/. Now, we repeat
the same argument for2, etc., until we getv.y/ D 0. 2
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5 Generic s-injectivity of I ; proof of Theorem 2

In this section, we prove that the setGk is open in the Ck. x̋/ topology for somek � 1.
First we recall and modify a little some results in [SU3]. We introduce the normk � kzH2.˝1/ of Nf in

˝1 � ˝ in the following way. Choose� 2 C1
0

equal to 1 near@˝ and supported in a small neighborhood

of @˝ and let� D
PJ

jD1 �j be a partition of� such that for eachj , on supp�j we have coordinates
.x0

j ; x
n
j /, with xn

j a normal coordinate as above. Set

kf k2
zH1 D

Z JX

jD1

�j

 
n�1X

iD1

j@xi
j
f j2 C jxn

j @xn
j
f j2 C jf j2

!
dx; (5.1)

kNf k zH 2.˝1/
D

nX

iD1

k@xi Nf kzH1 C kNf kH 1.˝1/: (5.2)

In other words, in addition to derivatives up to order1, kNf kzH2.˝1/ includes also second derivatives near
@˝ but they are realized as first derivatives ofrNf tangent to@˝.

The reason to use thezH2.˝1/ norm, instead of the stronger H2.˝1/ one, is that this allows us to work
with f 2 H1.˝/, not only withf 2 H1

0
.˝/, since for suchf , extended as 0 outside̋, we still have that

Nf 2 zH2.˝1/, see [SU3].
The following proposition is a modification of the results in section 6 in [SU3].

Proposition 4 Let g 2 Ck. x̋/ be simple. Then for anyt D 1; 2; : : :, there existsk > 0 and a bounded
linear operator

Q W zH2.˝1/ � SL2.˝/; (5.3)

such that
QNf D f s

˝ C Kf; 8f 2 H1.˝/; (5.4)

whereK W H1.˝/ ! SH1Ct.˝/ extends toK W L2.˝/ ! SHt .˝/. If t D 1, thenk D 1. Moreover,Q
can be constructed so thatK depends continuously ong in a small neighborhood of a fixedg0 2 Ck. x̋/.

Proof: Here we will work with	DOs with symbols and amplitudes of finite smoothnessk with respect to
x, y, and�, see e.g., [SU2], that satisfy a finite number of the seminorm estimates. A	DO of order0 with
such a symbol is bounded in L2 for k D 2n C 1, composition of two	DOs is a	DO with similar symbol
for k � 1, construction of a parametrix to an elliptic	DO up to a smoothing operator of finite order also
requires finitely many steps and derivatives. Similarly, for anym, s, a	DO of orderm is bounded locally as
an operator mapping HsCm into Hs, provided that its symbol satisfies a finite number of seminorm estimates.

We start with a parametrix of the elliptic operatorW , see (3.1). In contrast to section 3, it is enough to
have the smoothing partK to be of finite order only. Moreover, we have to make the construction uniform for
g in a small neighborhood of a giveng0. To this end, we will choose all cut-off functions involved in such a
construction independent ofg. Observe that it is enough to work with classical	DOs only that have (finite)
asymptotic expansions in homogeneous symbols in�. Form > 0, we constructB D b.x;D/ to be such that
b ı �.�s/ D Id modS�m near˝1, andb is constructed with finitely many iterations, as mentioned above.
The symbolı stands for composition of symbols by means of finite sums, with enough terms to justify the
estimate on the remainder. For anym > 0 one hask > 0, such that the above construction is possible for
g 2 Ck . We constructp0 such that

p0 ı
�
�.N /C j�j�1 ı �.d/ ı b ı �.ı/

�
D Id modS�m.
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The symbol ofS˝2
modS�m, can be written as� D Id � �.d/ ı b ı �.ı/. Then

p1 WD � ı p0 ı�

satisfiesp1 ı �.N / D � mod S�m near x̋
1. Moreover, the finitely many seminorms needed for the

HtC1 ! Ht boundedness ofP1 WD p1.x;D/ in any compact in̋ 2 for any fixedt , can be estimated by
finitely many seminorms of the symbols involved above, which in turn depends on finitely many derivatives
of g.

So we get
P1Nf D f � dBıf C K1f in ˝2; 8f 2 L2.˝/; (5.5)

andK1 W L2.˝1/ ! Ht .˝1/, for any fixedt , if g is smooth enough; moreoverK1 depends continuously
on g. As a consequence,

P1Nf D f s
˝1

C dw C K1f in ˝1, (5.6)

wherew D v˝1
� Bıf D

�
�s

˝1;D

��1
ıf � Bıf , andwj@˝1

D �Bıf j@˝1
. For anyt > 0, the map

Ht.˝/ 3 f ‘ wj@˝1
2 Ht .@˝1/ is continuous ifg is smooth enough because the kernel ofB has any fixed

number of continuous derivatives away form the diagonal, ifg is smooth enough. Moreover, it is continuous
in g 2 C k , k � 1. SinceB is a parametrix of�s, for any fixedt , the map L2.˝/ 3 f ‘ �sw 2 Ht.˝1/

is bounded, ifk � 1. Consideringw as a solution of a Dirichlet problem in̋ 1, we get thatdw in (5.6)
belongs to HtC1.˝1/, thus we can write (5.6) as

P1Nf D f s
˝1

C K2f in ˝1, (5.7)

whereK2 has the properties ofK1.
Next, comparef s

˝
andf s

˝1
. We havef s

˝
D f s

˝1
C du in ˝, whereu D v˝1

� v˝ . The vector fieldu
solves the BVP

�su D 0 in ˝; uj@˝ D v˝1
j@˝ : (5.8)

We need to expressv˝1
j@˝ in terms ofNf . This can be done as follows. By (5.7), and the fact that

f D 0 outside˝, one has�dv˝1
D P1Nf � K2f in ˝1 n˝. For .x; �/ in a one-sided neighborhood of

.x0; �.x0// 2 �C in T.˝1 n˝/, where�.x0/ is the outer unit normal to@˝, integrate the above alongx;�

until this geodesic hits@˝1, wherev˝1
D 0; denote the corresponding time by�.x; �/. We therefore get

�
v˝1

.x/
�
i
�i D

Z �.x;�/

0

ŒP1Nf � K2f �ij .x;�.t// P i
x;�.t/ P j

x;�
.t/ dt:

Clearly, for any fixedx, a set ofn linearly independent�’s in any neighborhood of�.x0/ is enough to
determinev˝1

.x/. We choose this set independent ofx in a neighborhood of eachx0 2 @˝, then by
compactness argument we choose a finite covering and finite number of such sets. This allows us to construct
an operatorP2, such that

v˝1
j@˝ D P2.P1N � K2/f: (5.9)

We proved in [SU3] that

kP2P1hkH1=2.@˝/ � C khkzH2.˝1/; 8h 2 zH2.˝1/;

and our arguments above also show thatP2K2 depends continuously ong 2 Ck , k � 1.
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Let R W Ht� 1
2 .@˝/ ! Ht.˝/, be the solution operatoru D Rh of the boundary value problem

�su D 0 in ˝, uj@˝ D h: (5.10)

Lemma 1 and the remark after it imply thatR depends continuously ong in the sense of the proposition.
Then (5.8) and (5.9) show thatuj˝ D RP2.P1N � K2/f . This and (5.7) yield

f s
˝ D f s

˝1
C du D .P1N � K2/f C dRP2.P1N � K2/f

D .Id C dRP2/P1Nf C Kf;

whereK has the properties required. To complete the proof, applyS˝ to the identity above and setQ D
S˝.Id C dRP2/P1. 2

Proof of Theorem 2:By Proposition 4,
QN D S C K:

SinceN S D N , andSQ D Q, we get thatK D SKS. Apply S C K� to both sides above to get

zQN D S C zK;

where zQ D S.Id C K�/Q, and zK D K� C K C K�K is self-adjoint and compact in L2.˝/, and maps
L2.˝/ into SL2.˝/. This implies

zQN C P D Id C zK on L2.˝/.

Even though a priori we havezQN W H1.˝/ ! L2.˝/, the proposition shows thatzQN extends to a bounded
operator on L2.˝/. In what follows, we will indicate the dependence ong by placing the subscriptg onN ,
etc. Note that the norm in L2 depends ong, too, through the volume form. Assume thatIg0

is s-injective
(in ˝) for some simpleg0 2 Ck. x̋/ and below, assume thatg belongs to a small Ck neighborhood ofg0.
ThenNg0

W L2.˝/ ! L2.˝1/ is also s-injective. Indeed, assume thatf 2 SL2.˝/, andNg0
f D 0 in ˝1.

Then
R

˝
NfNg0

f dx D
R

��
jIg0

f j2 d� D 0, thereforef D 0.

On L2.˝/, Id C zKg0
has a finitely dimensional kernelF of solenoidal tensors, and letff1; : : : ; fkg be

a basis in it. We can choose it such thatfNg0
f1; : : : ;Ng0

fkg is an orthonormal basis inNg0
F � L2.˝1/

becauseNg0
W Sg0

L2.˝/ ! L2.˝1/ is injective. We define the finite rank operatorQ0 W L2.˝1/ ! L2.˝/

by settingQ0h D
P

j .h;Ng0
fj /fj , where the inner product is in L2.˝1/ . Set

Q]
g D zQg C Q0;

Then
.Q]

gNg C Pg/f D .Id C K]
g/f; 8f 2 L2.˝/; (5.11)

with K
]
g D zKgCQ0Ng compact. We claim that IdCK

]
g is injective forg D g0. Assume that.IdC zKg0

/fC
Q0Ng0

f D 0. The first term above is orthogonal toF , the second one belongs toF . Therefore, they both
vanish, which impliesf 2 F andQ0Ng0

f D 0. The explicit form ofQ0 yields.Ng0
f;Ng0

fj / D 0, 8j ,
and sincef is a linear combination of thefj ’s, we getf D 0.

Therefore,K]
g0

is a compact operator on L2.˝/ with Id C K
]
g0

injective. This implies that IdC K
]
g0

is
actually invertible. Then (5.11) yields the estimate in Theorem 2 forg D g0:

kf skL2.˝/ � C kNg0
f kzH2.˝1/; 8f 2 H1.˝/:
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To show thatC can be chosen independently ofg nearg D g0, it is enough to observe thatK
]
g, considered

as an operator in L2.˝/, depends continuously ong for k large enough. Indeed this is true forzKg by Propo-
sition 4, and it is also true forNg in the same space, see for example the representation (3.4). Therefore,

for g close enough tog0 in some Ck topology, IdC K
]
g remains invertible with a uniform bound on the

inverse, i.e.,kf k � C k.Id C K
]
g/f k with someC > 0 independent ong. Letf 2 H1.˝/, and substitute

f D f s
˝;g

in (5.11) to get

kf s
˝;gkL2.˝/ � C kQ]

gNgf kL2.˝/

� C
�
k zQgNgf kL2.˝/ C kQ0Ngf kL2.˝/

�

� C 0
�
kNgf kzH2.˝1/ C kNgf kL2.˝1/

�
� C 00kNgf kzH2.˝1/; 8f 2 H1.˝/;

with C 00 > 0 also independent ofg in a neighborhood ofg0. This completes the proof thatGk is open for
somek.

To complete the proof of Theorem 2, it is enough to observe that analytic functions are dense in Ck. x̋/,
and if g is close enough to a fixed simple metricg0 in C2. x̋/, theng is also a metric and also simple.2

6 Generic boundary rigidity; proof of Theorem 3

Since Theorem 3 follows from Theorem 5, we will only indicate here the slight changes in the proof of
Theorem 5 in [SU3] that imply Theorem 3. The advantage we have here, compared to [SU3], is that we
know that the constantC in (1.2) is locally uniform ing.

We start with a proposition that allows us to think of classes of isometric metrics in Ck , instead of a
single metric.

Lemma 6 Let g; Qg 2 Ck. x̋/, k � 1, and W x̋ ! x̋ be a Cl. x̋/ diffeomorphism fixing@˝ with
2 � l � k C 1. Assume thatQg D  �g. Then 2 CkC1. x̋/, andk kCkC1 � C.A/, whereA is an upper
bound ofkgkCk C k QgkCk .

Proof: We start with the known formula that relates the Christoffel symbols ofg and Qg:

� m
ij D

@xm

@ s

@ p

@xi

@ q

@xj
Q� s
pq ı  C

@xm

@ s

@2 s

@xi@xj
:

Solve this for@2 s=@xi@xj to get

@2 m

@xi@xj
D
@ m

@xs
� s

ij �
@ p

@xi

@ q

@xj
Q� m
pq ı  : (6.1)

Formula (6.1) was pointed out to the authors by J. Lee. Now, we have� m
ij ;

Q� m
ij 2 Cl�1, r 2 Cl�1,

therefore 2 ClC1. Iterating this argument, we get that 2 CkC1. The estimate in the lemma follows
immediately for all derivatives of orders between2 andk C 1 with C.A/ that may depend on a bound of
r as well. On the other hand, one can easily getkr kC0 � C.A/ by using the formula for �g. The
C 0-norm of is bounded by assumption, and this completes the proof of the lemma. 2
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Let g0 2 Gk with k large enough. Letg1 andg2 be two metrics such that�g1
D �g2

on@˝ � @˝, and

g1; g2 2 B D
n
g 2 Ck. x̋/I kg � g0kCk. x̋/ � "

o
(6.2)

We will show that for0 < " � 1, g2 is isometric tog1.
First, by [LSU], there exists a diffeomorphism fixing the boundary, such that �g2 andg1 coincide

at@˝ together with their derivatives up to any fixed order, ifk � 1. The diffeomorphism can be chosen
as identifying boundary normal coordinates related tog1 to those related tog2 near@˝, and extending this
in the whole domain. Then D Id C O."/ in Ck�2, therefore, the modified metric �g2 also belongs to
B with k replaced byk � 3, and for some"1 > 0, such that"1 ! 0, as" ! 0. Therefore, we may assume
that �g2 is still in B.

Then we pass to semigeodesic coordinates as in Lemma 5, related to each metric, i.e., we replaceg1,
 �g2 by their push forwards�1�g1, .�2 ı  /�g2 under new diffeomorphisms fixing the boundary. It is
important to note that the new metrics still agree at@˝ at any fixed order, ifk � 1 because�1 D �2 in
˝1 n˝, see also [SU3]. As above, we can still assume that the new metrics are inB. This gives us that for
f WD �1�g1 � .�2 ı  /�g2 we have

f 2 Ck.˝1/; suppf � x̋ ; fin D 0; i D 1; : : : ; n: (6.3)

We now use the fact that the linearization of�g1
.x; y/ for .x; y/ 2 .@˝/2 is 1

2
Ig1
f .x; �/ [Sh1] with

� D exp�1
x y=j exp�1

x yj, to get
kNg1

f kL1.˝1/ � C kf k2
C1 ; (6.4)

with C uniform, if k � 2. Let" > 0 be such thatB � Gk , and the constantC in (1.2) is uniform inB. Then
using (1.2), (6.4), and interpolation estimates, we get that for any0 < � < 1,

kf skL2 � C kf k1C�

L2

with C > 0 uniform in B, if k D k.�/ � 1. The final step is to estimatef by f s. There is no such
estimate for generalsf ’s, but we have the advantage here thatf satisfies (6.3). Now,fni D 0 allows us to
prove thatkf kL2 � C kf skH2 , see (7.45) and (7.46) in next section. Using interpolation estimates again,
we get

kf kL2 � C kf k1C�

L2

with a new� > 0. This impliesf D 0, if kf kL2 � 1, and the latter condition is fulfilled, if" � 1.
This shows thatg2 D ��g1 with a diffeomorphism� that a priori may have lower regularity that CkC1.
Lemma 6 shows that in fact,� 2 CkC1.

This concludes the sketch of the proof of Theorem 3. 2

Proof of Theorem 4:Fix k as in Theorem 3. The identityg2 D  �g1, with as in (1.3), is an equivalence
relation, fork fixed, see Lemma 6. Let us denote that relation byg1 � g2. We defineU as follows: it
consists of all pairs.g1; g2/ of simple Ck metrics such thatg1 6� g2 andg1, g2 have distinct distance
functions on the boundary plus all.g1; g2/ 2 Gk.˝/ � Gk.˝/ with g1 � g2. We will show first that
U is open in Ck � Ck . Fix .g1; g2/ 2 U . Assume first, thatg1 6� g2. Since the pair is inU , we have
that�g1

6D �g2
on .@˝/2. Since Ck. x̋/ 3 g ‘ �2

g 2 C..@˝/2/ is a continuous map, it follows that a
small perturbation of.g1; g2/ will keep the distance functions distinct. Now, assume thatg1 � g2, i.e.,
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 �g2 D g1, and let Qg1, Qg2 be "-perturbations ofg1, g2 in Ck . Then � Qg2 is anO."/ perturbation of
 �g2 D g1 in Ck , see Lemma 6. We can apply Theorem 3 tog0 WD g1, and Qg1,  � Qg2 (playing the roles
of g1 andg2) to conclude that for0 < " � 1, Qg1,  � Qg2 are either isometric metrics, both inGk.˝/; or
they have distinct boundary distance functions, i.e.,. Qg1,  � Qg2/ 2 U . This implies the same for. Qg1; Qg2/.
Therefore,U is open.

To prove thatU is dense, observe that any pair.g1; g2/ of real analytic simple metrics belongs toU .
This is true forg1 6� g2 by the fact that an analytic simple metric is uniquely determined by its boundary
distance function, see [LSU]. It is also true wheng1 � g2 by Theorem 1.

To prove the last statement of Theorem 4, fix a simple Ck metricg. Let g2 be also a simple Ck metric
with distinct boundary distance function (theng 6� g2). A small perturbation ofg2 will preserve this
property, as shown above. To prove the density statement, fix a simple Ck metric g3, and" > 0. If g3

has distinct boundary distance function than that ofg, we are done. If it is the same, chooseg4 2 Gk, at a
distance fromg3 not exceeding"=2. Again, if g4 has distinct boundary distance function than that ofg, we
are done. Otherwise, if" � 1, some"=2 perturbationg5 of g4 (actually, any that is not equivalent tog4)
would necessarily change the boundary distance function of the latter by Theorem 3. Therefore, there is a
metric at distance at most" from g2 with different boundary distance function than that ofg. 2

7 Stability for the non-linear problem

In this section, we give a proof of the stability estimate in Theorem 5. Since the proof is rather technical, we
will sketch the main point below.

In section 7.1, we first prove stability of recovery of all derivatives ofg (in boundary normal coordinates)
that is also of independent interest, see Theorem 6 below. As one may expect, the information about the
derivatives ofg at @˝ is hidden in the derivatives of�g.x; y/ at x D y 2 @˝ but that relationship is
hard to follow and an attempt to express@˛gj@˝ in terms of the derivatives of�g.x; y/ through a recursive
procedure leads to significant technical difficulties. Instead, we “linearize” the problem by reducing it
essentially to a one for the linearized problem for a family of metrics, see (7.1).

In section 7.2, we complete the proof by showing stability in the interior, using essentially the stability
at the boundary established in section 7.1. We basically follow the uniqueness proof given in section 6
by showing that each step is actually stable. We start with two metricsg and Qg with ı-close distance
functions, see (7.15), and in a series of steps we transform them by actions of diffeomorphisms, and by
O.ı�/ perturbations into pairs.gj ; Qgj /, j D 1; 2; 3; 4. The goal is to getg4, Qg4 that coincide in anO.ı�/

neighborhood of@˝, and satisfygin D ıin, Qgin D ıin C O.ı�/, 8i , making the stability estimate for the
linearized problem (1.2) possible to apply. We start with boundary normal coordinates and pass to global
semigeodesic coordinates.

7.1 Stability at the boundary

As explained above, we start with a theorem about stability at the boundary for the non-linear problem. It
was first shown by R. Michel [Mi] that the boundary distance function determines all derivatives ofg at@˝
in 2 dimensions. Inn � 3 dimensions this was done in [LSU], while the second author and Wang [UW]
gave a constructive procedure.

Given two metricsg0, andg1, in a fixed coordinate system, there is a diffeomorphism near@˝ fixing
@˝, and mapping the geodesics forg0 normal to@˝ into geodesics forg1 normal to@˝, by preserving
the arc-length. Such a diffeomorphism is defined by means of boundary normal coordinates for each metric
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and can be extended to a global one. Theng0 and �g1 have common normal geodesics to@˝, close to
@˝, and moreover, if.x0; xn/ are boundary normal coordinates near a fixed boundary point for one of those
metrics, they are also boundary normal coordinates for the other one.

Theorem 6 Letg0 andg1 be two simple metrics in̋ , and� �� � 0 � @˝ be two sufficiently small open
subsets of the boundary. Let be as above. Then

@k
xn. �g1 � g0/


Cm. N� /

� Ck;m

�2
g1

� �2
g0


CmC2kC2

�
� 0�� 0

�;

whereCk;m depends only on̋ and on a upper bound ofg0, g1 in CmC2kC5. x̋/.

Proof: In this proof, we will denote 1�g1 by g1, thus the normal coordinates.x0; xn/ related tog0 are
also normal coordinates forg1. It is enough to prove the theorem for� a small neighborhood of a fixed
x0 2 @˝, and we are going to use boundary normal coordinates there. For anyx D .x0; 0/ close to.x0

0
; 0/,

sety D .x0 C "p0; 0/, where1
2

� jp0j � 2, and" � 0 is a small parameter. Set

Q�gs
."I x0;p0/ D �gs

.x; y/; s D 0; 1:

With some abuse of notation, we will drop the tilde below. Denote

kf km D kf kCm. N� / ;
�2

g1
� �2

g0


m

D sup
j˛jCl�m; x02� 0; 1

2 �jpj�2

ˇ̌
ˇ@l

"

ˇ̌
"D0

@˛
x0
�
�2

g1
� �2

g0

�ˇ̌
ˇ:

If Œ0; 1� 3 t ! s.t/ is the geodesic in the metricgs connectingx andy, with t a natural parameter, then

�2
gs
."I x0;p0/ D

Z 1

0

gs;ij .s/ P i
s P j

s dt;

and moreover,s minimizes the r.h.s. above.
The following step is crucial in this proof. We replaces 2 f0; 1g by a continuous parameters by setting

gs D .1 � s/g0 C sg1, 0 � s � 1. We show below that@˝ is strictly convex w.r.t. eachgs . Then

�2
g1
."I x0;p0/ � �2

g0
."I x0;p0/ D

Z 1

0

d

ds

Z 1

0

gs;ij .s/ P i
s P j

s dt ds D
Z 1

0

Z 1

0

f˛ˇ.s/ P˛
s Pˇ

s dt ds; (7.1)

wheref D g1 � g0, and the Greek symbols vary from1 to n � 1. The terms coming from differentiatings

above vanish because of the minimizing property ofs for each fixeds. Notice that.x0; xn/ are boundary
normal coordinates related togs for eachs 2 Œ0; 1�, too, as a consequence of the fact that.gs/ij D ıij .
Indeed, one can easily verify that for"0 � 1, the curveŒ0; "0� 3 t ‘ .0; : : : ; 0; 1/ is a geodesic w.r.t.gs

with t the arc-length; and it is perpendicular to the boundaryxn D 0. Introduce

Isf ."I x0;p0/ D
Z 1

0

f˛ˇ.s/ P˛
s Pˇ

s dt: (7.2)

This is the geodesic X-ray transform that we studied before, related togs, and written in different coordi-
nates. Then (7.1) can be written as

�2
g1
."I x0;p0/ � �2

g0
."I x0;p0/ D

Z 1

0

Isf ."I x0;p0/ ds: (7.3)
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Our goal next is to see that the Taylor expansion ofIsf at" D 0 determines all derivatives off , and to use
(7.3) to derive the same conclusion about the non-linear problem.

In what follows, we work withg D gs and we will drop the subscripts. By the geodesic equation,

R n C � n
˛ˇ
. / P˛ Pˇ D 0: (7.4)

In our coordinates,� n
˛ˇ

D �1
2
@g˛ˇ=@x

n, and the second fundamental form on@˝ is given by� n
˛ˇ

p˛pˇ.
By the strong convexity assumption, the latter is a positive quadratic form. In particular, we get that the
same is true for eachs 2 Œ0; 1�, with a uniform constant. Sett D 0 in (7.4) to get

R n.0/ D �� n
˛ˇ.x

0; 0/�˛�ˇ;

where� D P.0/. Therefore (see also [Sh1]),

 n.t/ D t�n �
t2

2
� n

˛ˇ.x
0; 0/�˛�ˇ C O.t3/;

for � with a fixed length. In our case we have� D P.0/ D exp�1
.x0;0/

.x0 C "p0; 0/ D "p0 C O."2/, so in
particular,j� j D O."/. Replace� by �=j� j, andt by t j� j above. Then,

 n.t/ D t�n �
t2

2
� n

˛ˇ.x
0; 0/�˛�ˇ C O."3/; (7.5)

Since n.1/ D 0, we get�n D 1
2
� n

˛ˇ
�˛�ˇ C O."3/. Plug this into (7.5) to get

 n.t/ D
"2

2
� n

˛ˇ.x
0; 0/p˛pˇ.t � t2/C O."3/: (7.6)

Let nowf D f .0/.x0/C xnf .1/.x0/C : : : be the Taylor expansion off nearxn D 0. Plug this into
(7.2) to get

If D "2f
.0/

˛ˇ
.x0/p˛pˇ C O."3/: (7.7)

This recoversf .0/

˛ˇ
.x0/p˛pˇ. It is easy to see that any symmetric tensorh can be recovered byhij pipj

known for some finite numberfplg of p’s, and moreover, this can be done in a stable way, i.e., we also have
jhj � C supl jhij pi

l
p

j

l
j=jpl j2 with C depending on the set. Thus we get

1

2

d2

d"2

ˇ̌
ˇ
"D0

Isf D f
.0/

˛ˇ
.x0/p˛pˇ;

and in particular, the l.h.s. above is independent ofs. This implies the estimate

kf .x0; 0/km � C
�2

g1
� �2

g0


2Cm

: (7.8)

To study the higher order terms in (7.7), we will plug the Taylor series off w.r.t. xn into (7.2), therefore
we need first to study integrals of.xn/kf .k/.x0/ over . Observe first that one can expand.t/ into a finite
Taylor series in powers of", similarly to the second order expansion for n in (7.6). Next,f .k/. 0.t//
D f .k/.x0; 0/CO."/, and the remainder can be expanded using higher order derivatives off .k/. So we get
Z 1

0

. n/kf
.k/

˛ˇ
. 0/ P˛ Pˇ dt D "2kC2.1 C O."//

�
1

2
� n

˛ˇ.x
0; 0/p˛pˇ

�k

f
.k/

˛ˇ
.x0; 0/p˛pˇ

Z 1

0

.t � t2/k dt

D Ck"
2kC2

�
� n

˛ˇ.x
0; 0/p˛pˇ

�k

f
.k/

˛ˇ
.x0; 0/p˛pˇ C "2kC3	k ; (7.9)
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whereCk > 0, 	k D 	k0 C 	k1"C 	k2"
2 : : :, and

	kj


m

� C
f .k/


mCjC1

; (7.10)

with C above uniform for any fixed collection of indices, ifg0 andg1 are bounded in CmCjC2.
Consider the fourth order term in (7.7). By (7.9) and (7.2), it involvesf .0/ andf .1/ only and we

therefore get

1

4!

d4

d"4

ˇ̌
ˇ
"D0

Isf D C1�
n

˛ˇ.x
0; 0/p˛pˇf

.1/

˛ˇ
.x0; 0/p˛pˇ C 	01; C1 > 0:

We integrate the above ins from 0 to 1, use the fact that
R 1

0
� n

˛ˇ
p˛pˇds > c0jpj2 with somec0 > 0

independent ofs by the strong convexity assumption, and use (7.10), (7.8) to estimate	01 to get
f .1/


m

� C
�2

g1
� �2

g0


4Cm

;

andC is uniform if g0 andg1 are bounded in CmC2.
For generalk � 1, the formula above generalizes to

1

.2k C 2/!

d2kC2

d"2kC2

ˇ̌
ˇ
"D0

Isf D Ck

�
� n

˛ˇ.x
0; 0/p˛pˇ

�k

f
.k/

˛ˇ
.x0; 0/p˛pˇ C

X

2k0CjD2k�1

	k0j ; (7.11)

Ck > 0. Now, we can prove the following estimate by induction
f .k/


m

� C
�2

g1
� �2

g0


2C2kCm

; (7.12)

and this estimate requiresm C 2k C 3 uniformly bounded derivatives ofg0 andg1.
To complete the proof of the theorem, it is enough to notice that for a fixedp0, d=d" is a certain di-

rectional derivative w.r.t.y, and we need a finite set ofp0’s. The coordinate change required to pass to
the original coordinates, increases the needed number of derivatives ofg by 2, which explains the factor
m C 2k C 5 in the theorem. 2

7.2 Interior stability, proof of Theorem 5.

Fix g0 2 Gk , k � k0, and letg and Qg be two metrics asg1 andg2 in Theorem 5 with someA > 0 and
"0 � 1, i.e.,

kgkCk. x̋/
C k QgkCk. x̋/

� A; kg � g0kC. x̋/
C k Qg � g0kC. x̋/

� "0: (7.13)

The first condition above is a typical compactness condition. Using the interpolation estimate [Tri]

kf kC t. x̋/ � C kf k1��

C t1. x̋/
kf k�

C t2. x̋/
; t D .1 � �/t1 C � t2; (7.14)

where0 < � < 1, t1 � 0, t2 � 0, one gets thatkg � g0kCt. x̋/ � C.A/"
.k�t/=k
0

for eachs � 0, if k > t ; the
same is true forQg. For our purposes, it is enough to apply (7.14) witht , t1 andt2 integers only, then (7.14)
easily extends to compact manifolds with or without boundary. Set

ı D
�2 � Q�2


C.@˝�@˝/

: (7.15)
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Here and below, a tilde above an object indicates that it is associated withQg. Using interpolation estimates
again, for any� < 1, we get �2 � Q�2


Cm.@˝�@˝/

� Cı� (7.16)

with C D C.A; �;m/, as long ask is large enough. Here, as in Theorem 6, we prefer to work with the
squares of�, Q� because they are smooth functions with derivatives of any fixed order bounded byC.A/, if
k � 1.

In what follows, we denote by� < 1 constants arbitrarily close to1, that may change from step to step.
We also denote byC various constants depending only on̋, A, �, and on the choice ofk in (7.13). Our
goal is to show that for any such�, there existsk � 1, and"0 > 0, such that the estimate in Theorem 5
holds. We will often use the notationk � k1.�/ � 1 to indicate that the corresponding statement holds for
k large enough, depending on�.

By Theorem 6, one can choose a diffeomorphic copy ofQg, that will be denoted byQg again, such that the
stability estimate in Theorem 6 holds, i.e.,

@l
�.g � Qg/


Cm.@˝/

� Cı�; 8l; m; 8� < 1 (7.17)

as long ask � k1.�;m C 2l/ � 1, where@� is the normal derivative. Estimates (7.13) will be replaced by
similar ones as in Section 6. Without loss of generality we may assume that the original estimates (7.13) are
still satisfied.

Below, we will modify the starting metricsg and Qg several times, and each subsequent pair will be
denoted bygl , Qgl , wherel D 1; 2; 3; 4. The corresponding�’s will be denoted by�l , Q�l .

Construction of g1 and Qg1. First, we modifyQg near@˝ by replacing it there byg in a smallı-dependent
neighborhood. Let� 2 C1.R/, such that�.t/ D 1 for t < 1, and�.t/ D 0 for t � 2. LetM > 0 be a large
parameter that will be specified later. Set

Qg1 D Qg C �
�
ı�1=M �.x; @˝/

�
.g � Qg/; g1 D g: (7.18)

Using Taylor’s expansion ofg and Qg up toO
�
.xn/M

�
, wherexn D �.x; @˝/, and estimate (7.17), we see

that for anym � 0,  Qg1 � Qg


Cm. x̋/
� Cı��m=M ; 8� < 1; (7.19)

provided thatk � k.M;m; �/. We extendg1 and Qg1 in a small neighborhood̋ 1 of ˝, such that the
extended metrics are still simple there, and equal. Ifı � 1, then (7.13) hold withA and" there multiplied
by a constant. The modified metrics then satisfy

g1 D Qg1 for �1=C � xn � ı1=M . (7.20)

wherexn is the normal coordinate in a collar neighborhood of@˝. In view of (7.19), it is enough to estimate
g1 � Qg1.

We will use the following observation in what follows. Ifg1, Qg1 are�–close in Ck with somek, then
the corresponding Hamiltonian flows̊t.x; �/ and z̊ t.x; �/ areO.�/ close on any compact set in the Ck�2

topology w.r.t. the variablest; x; �. This follows from the fact the Hamiltonian vector fields areO.�/ close
in Ck�1, and if they havek � 1 continuous derivatives w.r.t. a parameter, the same is true for the solution
(see e.g. [A]) with upper bounds depending on those of the derivatives of order� 1 of the Hamiltonian field.
Now, one can definegs as above, and chooses to be that parameter, and to apply the mean value theorem
for 0 � s � 1.
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The argument above shows, in particular, that the distance functionsQ�1 and Q� related to Qg1 and Qg,
respectively satisfy  Q�2

1 � Q�2


Cm�2.@˝�@˝/
� Cı��m=M ; 8� < 1; (7.21)

for any m, if k � k.m;M; �/. To prove this, we write�2.x; y/ D j exp�1
x yj2. Therefore, by choosing

M � 1, we can arrange the estimate (7.16) for�2
1

� Q�2
1

for each fixedm by writing �2
1

� Q�2
1

D .�2 � Q�2/C
. Q�2 � Q�2

1
/, i.e., �2

1 � Q�2
1


Cm.@˝�@˝/

� Cı�; 8� < 1; (7.22)

as long asM andk are large enough, depending onm and�.

Construction of g2 and Qg2. Following the proof of Lemma 5, choosex0 2 ˝1 n x̋ , and let W ˝ !
W WD  .˝/ be the corresponding diffeomorphism related tog1. Set alsoW1 D  .˝1/. Denote

g2 D  �g1; Qg2 D  � Qg1 in W . (7.23)

Then the straight linesx0 D const. are geodesics forg2 but not necessarily forQg2. We also have.g2/in D
ıin, 8i .

xp(x) q(x)

W

φ(x)

Wδ

ξ̃(x)

η̃(x)

The diffeomorphism�.

Let @W� � @W be the set of those pointsx 2 @W with the property that the vectoṙ en at x points
into W (see also (4.5)). For anyx 2 W , letp.x/ 2 @W�, q.x/ 2 @WC be the endpoints of the line segment
in W throughx parallel toen. We will define a new diffeomorphism� fixing @W in the following way. Set

�.x/ D eexpp.x/

Q�2.p.x/; q.x//

jp.x/� q.x/j
jx � p.x/j Q�.x/; Q�.x/ D �rp Q�2.p.x/; q.x//; (7.24)

wherej � j is the Euclidean norm, andeexp is related toQg2. The map� is chosen so that�.W / D W and
� D Id on@W . Next,� also extends into a neighborhood ofW . Note that� maps the straight lines parallel
to en into geodesics forQg2.

The motivation for choosing� in such a way comes from an observation made by Michel [Mi]. Since by
(7.20),g2 D Qg2 on@W , then�2 D Q�2 on .@W /2 would imply Q�.x/ D en. This is implied by the following:
by differentiating�2.x; y/ D Q�2.x; y/ w.r.t. x 2 @W , for anyy 2 @W , we get that the tangential gradients
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r 0�2 andr 0 Q�2 coincide on.@W /2. This also allows us to conclude that the full gradients are the same
because their lengths are equal (to 1), more precisely, in boundary normal coordinates,

@�2

@xn
D
r

1 � g
˛ˇ
2

@�2

@x˛

@�2

@xˇ
D
@ Q�2

@xn
: (7.25)

In our case, this impliesQ� D en (under the assumptionsg2 D Qg2 on @W , �2 D Q�2 on .@W /2). Then
� D �0, where

�0 D eexpp.x/jx � p.x/jen D  ı Q �1: (7.26)

Above, Q is defined as in Lemma 5 but related toQg1. The second identity above shows that�0 is a
diffeomorphism betweenW and�0.W / that can be extended nearW as well. Below we estimate� � �0

in terms ofı, if �2 and Q�2 are not equal on the boundary but satisfy (7.22), also true for�2, Q�2.
We are going to use here (7.20) in a very essential way. Forı � 1, set

Wı D
˚
x 2 W I �2.x; @W / > ı1=M =C

	
: (7.27)

We chooseC > 0 so thatg2 D Qg2 for x 62 Wı, see (7.20). Because of (7.20), the possible singularities in
(7.24) connected tox, where the rays ! x C sen is tangent to@W are non-existent because� D Id near
such rays.

Observe first that here existsC > 0 such that ifjx � yj � ı1=2M =C andx, y 2 @W , then Q�2.x; y/ D
�2.x; y/. We claim that this shows that for anym,

ˇ̌
@m

x

� Q�.x/ � en

�ˇ̌
� Cı�;

ˇ̌
ˇ@m

x

� Q�2.p.x/; q.x//

jp.x/� q.x/j
� 1

�ˇ̌
ˇ � Cı�; 8� < 1; (7.28)

as long asM � M1.�;m/ � 1 andk � k1.�;M;m/ � 1. For m D 0, the second inequality follows
directly from the observation above and (7.22), (7.23) by writingQ�2 ��2 D . Q�2

2
��2

2
/=. Q�2 C �2/. To prove

the first one form D 0, we need to estimaterp

�
Q�2.p.x/; q.x// � �2.p.x/; q.x//

�
for jp.x/ � q.x/j �

ı1=2M =C . We do this for the tangential gradient first using (7.22) again, choosingM � 1. Then we
estimate the remaining normal component of the gradient using (7.25) (note thatxn is a normal coordinate
in (7.25) and is not the same asxn in the fixed coordinate system inW that we are using). This is done
by using the estimate for the tangential gradient ofQ�2 � �2 and the fact thatj@ Q�2=@x

nj � ı1=2M =C ,
@�2=@x

nj � ı1=2M =C (which follows by differentiating (7.6)) forjp.x/ � q.x/j < 1=C with C � 1,
and by the simplicity condition forjp.x/ � q.x/j � 1=C . This proves (7.28) form D 0. If jmj > 0, then
(7.28) follows from the arguments above and the fact that subsequent each derivative ofjp.x/ � q.x/j�1 ,
or . Q�2.p.x/; q.x//

�1, contributes a factor of the kindı�1=2M , and a finite product of such factor can be
estimatedı�� for each� > 0 small enough, ifM � 1, which can be absorbed by the termı�.

Those estimates hold nearW as well, thusj� � �0j � Cı� in a neighborhood ofW , therefore, we
proved that

k� � �0kCm. xW 0/ � Cı�; 8� < 1 (7.29)

for anym, as long ask � k.m; �/ is large enough. In particular, (7.29) shows that� is a diffeomorphism
for ı � 1.
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Construction of g3 and Qg3. Set
g3 D g2; Qg3 D �� Qg2: (7.30)

Then, as mentioned above, the straight lines parallel toen are geodesics forQg3, with s proportional to the
geodesic arc-length but the coefficient of proportionality depends the line. Next, by Lemma 5 and (7.29),

.g3/in D ıin; k. Qg3/in � ıinkCm.W / � Cı�; 8� < 1; 8i; (7.31)

for any fixedm > 0, � < 1, as long asM � 1, k � 1.
The new pair of metricsg3 and Qg3 may not satisfy (7.20) anymore but we will show that they are close

in W n Wı. More precisely, we claim that

sup
j˛j�m

ˇ̌
@˛.�.x/ � x/

ˇ̌
� Cı�; for x 2 xW n Wı (7.32)

for any� < 1, m, as long asM � 1 andk � 1, depending on� andm.
To prove (7.32), observe that (7.24) can be written also as

�.x/ D eexpq.x/

Q�2.p.x/; q.x//

jp.x/ � q.x/j
jq.x/ � xj .�Q�.x//; Q� D rq Q�2.p.x/; q.x//: (7.33)

For ı � 1, Wı is also convex w.r.t.g2. Therefore, for anyx 2 W , we have that the rays ‘ x C sen,
intersects@Wı in m D 0; 1 or 2 points. Ifm D 0, then along that ray,g2 D Qg2 by (7.20), therefore,
�.x/ D x. If m D 1 or m D 2, then either the line segmentŒp.x/; x� is entirely inW n Wı, or this is true
for Œx; q.x/�. In the first case we use (7.24), in the second one — (7.33). Assume that we have the first case.
Theng2 D Qg2 near the rayŒx;p.x/�, therefore� D �0 nearx, and (7.32) follows from (7.29). Assume next
that we have the second case above. Then we use (7.33), and estimates (7.28) forQ� replaced byQ�, and argue
as in the proof of (7.29). Note that our choice ofx allows us to replaceeexp by exp in (7.33) in this case.

Estimate (7.32), combined with (7.30), (7.27) implies

sup
j˛j�m

ˇ̌
@˛.g3 � Qg3/

ˇ̌
� Cı�; for x 2 W n Wı (7.34)

for largek andM .

Construction of g4 and Qg4. We will repeat the argument (7.18). Set

Qg4 D Qg3 C �
�
Cı�1=M �3.x; @W /

�
.g3 � Qg3/; g4 D g3; (7.35)

whereC > 0 is as in (7.27). Then by (7.34), for anym � 0, � < 1,

sup
j˛j�m

ˇ̌
@˛. Qg4 � Qg3/

ˇ̌
� Cı�; 8x 2 W ; (7.36)

as long asM � M1.m; �/ � 1, k � k1.m; �;M / � 1. The advantage that we have with the new metrics
g4, Qg4, is that they coincide near@W , i.e.,

g4 D Qg4 for 0 � �4.x; @W / � ı1=M =C . (7.37)

Note that�4 D �3 but Q�4 and Q�3 may not be equal, instead they satisfy an estimate similar to (7.21).
Therefore,  Q�2

4 � �2
4


Cm. x̋/

� Cı�; (7.38)

for anym > 0 and� < 1 with M � 1, k � 1.
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Proof of the stability estimate. We are ready to linearize the problem now and finish the proof of the
stability estimate. Set

f D Qg4 � g4: (7.39)

Thenf D 0 near@W by (7.37) and we extend it as zero outside ofW . Arguing as in [SU3], write

Q�4 � �4 D
1

2
Ig4

f C R.f /.x; y/; .x; y/ 2 .@W /2; (7.40)

wherey D expx �=j expx �j (the norm here is the same for both metrics because of (7.37)), and the expo-
nential map is in the metricg4. The remainder term satisfies [SU3]

jR.f /.x; y/j � C jx � yjkf k2

C1. xW /
; (7.41)

with C D C.A/, andk D 2 suffices for this estimate. By (7.37), (7.38),Q�4 � �4 D O.ı�/, 8� < 1, if
M � 1, k � 1 depending on�.

We want to applyI�
g4

to both sides of (7.40). One can show that for any simple metricg, we have

ŒI�u�ij .y/ D
Z

j!jD1

u
�
y;!.��.y; !//; Py;!.��.y; !//

�
!i!j dS! ; (7.42)

where dS! is as in Section 2, and��.y; !/ < 0 is determined byy;!.��.y; !// 2 @W . Identity (7.42)
follows immediately from.I�u; h/ D .u; Ih/ and an application of the so-called Santalo formula [Sh1] or
arguing as in the proof of Proposition 1 in [SU3].

By (7.42), we have the estimatekI�
g4

ukL1.W1/ � C kukL1.��/. Therefore, (7.40), (7.41) yield

Ng4
f


L1.W1/
� Cı� C C kf k2

C1. xW /
; (7.43)

for any� < 1, as long ask � k.�/.
At this point, we apply the stability estimate for the linear problem. By our assumptions,g0 2 Gk for

k � 1, and if"0 in (7.13) is small enough, thenIg is s-injective in̋ as well. ThenIg4
is s-injective inW .

By Theorem 2, one has
kf skL2.W / � C kNg4

f kC2.W1/;

where we estimated theQH2-norm by the C2 one. The constantC above depends only on̋ , g0, k, and
"0. Recall thatf is supported strictly inW . Using the interpolation estimate (7.14) again, and continuity
properties of the	DO Ng3

, if k � 1, we get by (7.43),

kf skL2.W / � C
�
ı� C kf k2

C1. xW /

��1

; (7.44)

for any�1 < 1, � < 1, k � 1, with k, C depending on�, �1.
By (7.31), (7.36),fin D O.ı�/, 8i . This estimate and (7.37), (7.39) allow us to estimatekf skH2 from

below bykf k moduloO.ı�/. One can expressv related tof in terms off andf s by solvingdv D f �f s ,
see (4.5). Writef D f s C dv. Then.dv/nn D @xnvn D fnn � f s

nn. Therefore,

vn.x/ D
Z 0

��.x/

.fnn � f s
nn/.x

0; xn C s/ ds; (7.45)
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where��.x/ < 0 is determined by.x0; xn C ��.x// 2 @W . This yieldskvnkL2.W / � C
�
kf skL2.W / C ı�

�
.

We use an interpolation inequality similar to (7.14) but for Sobolev spaces, see [Tri], to getkvnkH1.W / �
C
�
kf skL2.W / C ı�

��2 , 8�2 < 1, if k � 1. Next,rnvi C rivn D 2.fin � f s
in/. We write this in the form

(4.2), estimate the L2–norm ofvi , and then as above, its H1–norm. This yields

kvkH1.W / � C
�
kf skL2.W / C ı�

��2 ; 8� < 1; �2 < 1:

Therefore, forf D f s C dv we get

kf kL2.W / � C
�
kf sk�

L2.W /
C ı�

�
; 8� < 1: (7.46)

We combine this with (7.44). Therefore,

kf kL2.W / � C
�
kf k2�

C1. xW /
C ı�

�
:

8� < 1, if k � 1. We can use interpolation again to replace the C1 norm above by a C. xW / norm; and
next, the L2 norm by a C.xW / one. Now, if1=2 < � < 1, andkf kC. xW / � 1, we get thatkf kC. xW / � Cı�.

We have the following estimates

f D Qg4 � g4 D Qg3 � g3 C O.ı�/ by (7.33), (7.35)
D �� Qg2 � g2 C O.ı�/ by (7.30)
D �� � Qg1 �  �g1 C O.ı�/ by (7.23)
D �� � Qg �  �g C O.ı�/: by (7.18), (7.19)

By (7.29), (7.26),�� � Qg D ��
0
 � Qg C O.ı�/ D Q � Qg C O.ı�/. Hence,

f D Q � Qg �  �g C O.ı�/: (7.47)

By (7.13), Q D  C O."0/. This and (7.47) show first thatkf kC. xW /
� 1, if "0 � 1, see (7.13), therefore,

by the arguments above,kf kC. xW / � Cı�. Then (7.47) again impliesk Q � Qg �  �gkC. xW / � Cı�. The

estimate in the C2 norm is obtained by interpolation.
This completes the proof of Theorem 5.
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